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Workshop on the Maritime Education & Training is scheduled to be held on
1411212017 in the IRS seminar hall from 1000 hrs onwards. Agenda points on the
subject are enclosed.

I am directed to request all the Maritime Training lnstitutes, stakeholders and
associations to attend the same. lnvitation mail has already been fonruarded to the
above mentioned participants.

Engineer & Ship Surveyor

Tele: 022 - 25752040111213

Fax: 022 - 25752029 I 35

E-mail: deshin-dqs@nic.in

Web: *rvw.dsshipoinq.eov.in

Dated: - 11th December,2OlZ

. B. Dutta)
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ANNEXE 1

AGENDA ITEM FOR THE WORKSHOP ON MET & EXAM SYSTEM ON

14 DECEMBER AT CONFERENCE HATL OF INDIAN REGISTER OF SHIPPING,

POWAI, MUMBAI

1. Monitoring and Control of the Basic and Advanced Modular Courses

At present there no system of ensuring the attendance of the seafarers

undergoing the modular courses at the MTls. Further, there is no system

of monitoring for the compulsory attendance is in place. Whether the

seafarers are actually attending and gaining the knowledge on the

course, being imparted to them by the MTls also cannot be verified in

the present system. Therefore, there is a need to have a control

mechanism and monitoring system in place to ensure attendance of the

seafarers for all the Basic& Advanced Modular Courses being offered by

the institutes. This is to be encompasses all the Modular Courses

contained in Chapter ll, lll, V, & Vl of the STCW Convention, including all

Simulator Courses. The Workshop Groups may discuss the following
questions and propose suitable / alternate methods of monitoring and

control:

(A) How should the odmission of candidotes be monitored (At present,

the lnstitutes are required to upload Students doto by 10:00 hours on the

date of commencement of eoch of these modulor courses).

(B) How con the ottendance of the students be monitored? (For Survivol

ond Fire-Fighting Courses, video recording of the proctical is already

mondotory).

(C)Should the issuance of the Certificotes of these courses be centrally

controlled through the E-Governonce system from the Batch details

submitted by the lnstitutes?

2. Exit Exams for Basic and Advanced Modular Courses

ln the present system, there is no ways and means to ensure whether

the seafarer who has undergone the modular course has learned from

the course, gained the knowledge, understanding, and achieved the

desired proficiency. ln addition, whether the seafarer is sincerer and
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determined for the course being undertaken by him cannot be ensured

in the present system except when the report incompetency and / or

inexperience being reported by the ship operators. one of the methods

proposed in various forums is that there should be a Centralized Exit

Examination for these courses mentioned in Para (1) to ensure that

every student achieves the required standards after having undergone

the course and that the learning objectives are met uniformly across the

country. The Workshop Groups may examine the issue, its scope and

enormity in detail and propose methods to achieve the same:

(A)which entity is cdpable oI ond mdy volunteer to develop such on-line

questions?

(B)After development of question bonks, who will conduct, monitor dnd

controlin corrying out such centrolized online exomindtions?

(c) How the issuonce ol certificotes os per Pora 1 (C) be linked with this

exominotion result?

Combining STCW Modular &Refresher Courses

The possibility of combining the refresher courses for different

categories of Seafarers may be explored. For example, the Ratings

require refresher training in PST and FPFF, Able Seafarers Deck require

refresher training in PST, FPFF & PSCRB, while Officers require refresher

training in PST, FPFF, PSCRB & AFF.

Since the students have to be taken for the Practical to the Fire-FiShting

or Survival Training site, is there a need to review the duration of these

Refresher Training Programmes to ensure all Practical are carried out by

each student. {The present duration of the Refresher Training for PsT is

XX Hours, PSCRB is XX hours, FPFF is XX Hours, and AFF is XX Hours only.)

The Groups may discuss modalities regarding these refresher courses for

each of these categories:

(A) Whot should be the realistic durotion for edch oI the obove four
refresher courses?
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(B)Con any two or three or oll four of these courses be combined tokinq
into account the requirement of these refresher courses by different
category of Seoforers os described in the obove pdragraph? ln that
case, whot should be the durotion of such combination courses?

4. Exit Exams for GMEs / Diploma Holders pre-Sea Courses
As of now, there is no exam for GME/Diploma holders undergoing the
pre-sea courses. At present, whether the candidates really learned
during these pre-sea courses cannot be ensured. Whoever enrolling for
the course comes out without any failures. However, many of these
perform poorly in competency examinations and we keep hearing from
ship owners/ship operators, etc regarding inadequate knowledge of the
present day young seafarers. ln addition, there have been poor success
rate in competency examination (30 b 4A% only). Many proponents of
increasing the Indian seafarers in the world shipping advocates change
in the competency examination system so that passing percentage
increases. How this passing percentage in the competency examination
increases without having compromised with the verification of the
achievement of the required standards for the grade of examination
need to be devised. Need to have an exit exams for GME/Diploma pre_

sea courses and modalities of such examination and who will conduct
such exam need to be formalised. The one-year / g-month Marine
Engineering Training Course for Graduate Mechanical Engineers and the
two-year Marine Engineering Training Course for holders of Diploma in
Mechanical Engineering do not have a Centralized Exit Examination. The
lnstitutes themselves are presently conducting the Final examination.
The Group may discuss the need for such a Centralized Examination for
these two Courses:

(A) ls there o need for such Centralized Exominotion? yes or NO.
(B) lf yes, then which Entity should be entrusted to conduct the

Centrolized Examinotion lor these Courses?
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5. Making MTls responsible for the performance of the candidate in coc
exams conducted by DGS, lnstitutes, lnternal Tests for post-Sea

Competency Courses

There is 100 percent result of the MTls in all post sea competency
courses offered to the seafarers. There is also blame game being played
all the time. No one takes responsibility for the poor performance of the
seafarers in their competency examination. Everyone looks at other as

responsible for the poor performance. ln this scenario what is to be
done. The lnstitutes have been conducting the mid-term and final
internal tests for the post-sea Competency Courses conducted, and
based on satisfactory performance of the students in the final internal
tests; a Certificate of attendance issued for appearing in the DGS/MMD
Examination.

However, the analysis of the DGS/MMD Examination has shown that
there is a wide disparity between the results of the lnstitute and that of
DGS/MMD Examination results passing percentage in the written
examination. The Groups may discuss ways and means to overcome this
ga p.

6, Criterion to keep the continuity of Validity of Approved Courses
Some lnstitutes have been conducting a course, particularly the post-sea
Competency Course with hardly 1 or 2 students, once a year, just to
keep the Validity of the Course approval continued. The Groups may
discuss:

(A)Whot should be the minimum criterio for the Continued Volidity oI the
Competency / Modular Courses?

(B)Should the opprovol for Modulor Courses continue to be tinked to
conduct of Competency Courses?

(C) lf yes, then if the lnstitute does not conduct the Competency courses,
should the opproval for the respective Modulor Courses olso be
withdrown?

(D)Whot should be the minimum strength of a closs / batch in order to
conduct o course? Should the batch be concelled if the minimum
criterio is not met?
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(E) What should be the minimum percentages of approved frequency of
bdtches to be conducted in a year in order to hove the opprovdl for
the subject course valid?

(F) lf such o course is a primdry requirement to be fulfilled for conducting
other courses, discuss why the conduct of batches for other courses
and the approvals for such courses should not be suspended.

7. Correction of Answer Sheets / Centralizing / Decentralizing

Different norms are being followed for the correction of answer sheets
of the written examination of the candidates at DGS/MMDs. tn one
discipline, they are corrected centrally while in the other discipline they
are centralized at the location of the Examination Centre. The Groups
may discuss taking into account the local expertise available at the
examination centres.

8. Validity of passed subiects. (Validity up to 5 years):
Presently there is no time limit in the Engineering examination for
appearing oral examination if the candidate has cleared all the written
examinations. On the contrary, Nautical Examinations have a time limit
of five years for the part examination passed. We need to streamline the
same and common for the both exams.TheGroup may discuss:

(A)Whot should be the uniform vdlidity of poft examinotion possed?

9, Syllabus review - Outdated (Review every 2 years)

Outline of STCW remains same, unless otherwise amended by lMO. lt is
for the MTls to keep reviewing the syllabus, to ensure that it meets the
latest developments of the machinery/equipment, etc. and kept in pace
with the recent times. Normally, the syllabi for various courses
(Competency / Modular / pre-Sea) is revised by the Directorate General
of Shipping and provides broad outlines on the basis of the revision or
amendments to the STCW Convention OR on receipt of specific inputs
from the Stake-Holders. The Groups may discuss:
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(A)Whot should be the frequency of revision of syllobi of vorious courses?
(However, the syllobi have to be in full complionce with the STCW
Convention).

lBlWho should porticipote in the Core Committee for such occeleroted
revisions?

l0,Eligibility criteria of the Faculty members: Eligibility criteria of the
faculty members may be reviewed with respect to the latest DGS
Guidelines based on the following points such as age, qualification
/competencies, etc(for pre-sea, Modular & post _sea courses):
(A)How should the Faculty be kept updated?
(B)ts there a need for the Age Limit of Fdculty to be reviewed?

11.Mandatory provision for RPSL to place trainees,
At present the RPSL are engaged to source COC holders and supply to
their principars. rs it possibre to make mandatory for RpsL horders to arso
place trainees or not.
ln addition to above, to provide the statistical data of seafarers on a
regular basis:

(A)How do we capture ddto of the R1SL requirement (projections
planning) of seaforers? How such collected dato could be validoted?

(B)Do you think thot trend dndlysis of such dato sholl oid in better
plonning of the supply of seoforers to the world maritime industry?

(Cl Do you think that Control of intake capacity might be one of the woys
to hondle shortoge offoculty?

l2.Ensuring and monitoring of placement oftrainees by sponsors.
Everybody gives sponsorship letters to institutes and based on the same
the institutes gets its approval. However, there is no ways and means to
ensure whether the institute based on which it got his approval and also
the undertaking given by the sponsors have own the required
responsibility for the placement of the trainee seafarers including their
mentoring and monitoring.

13. Sponsorship of Cadets:
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(A)Do you think that tinking RpsL componies 'dotowith botch detoils
from the Training lnstitutes sholl assist in increasing accountobility of
placement of seaforers on the moritime trdining institutes ond the
RPSL companies?


